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Abstract—As the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) pre-
pares to integrate Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) into the
National Airspace System (NAS), developing technologies that
mitigate the risk associated with UAS collisions have become a
top priority. Despite advances in detect and avoid technologies,
the UAS operator remains the primary controller responsible
for maintaining inter-vehicle separation and ensuring conflicts
do not occur. This paper examines a collision awareness sys-
tem which increases the operator’s situational awareness by
spatially and temporally predicting conflicts between the UAS
and entities such as other aviation traffic or restricted airspaces.
By modeling entities as 3D point masses, the system can be
implemented for various, dissimilar UASs. Furthermore, the
system supports aircraft engaged in different flight modes such
as free flight, following a flight path, and orbit/loiter behavior.
Mixed Gaussian distributions model each entity’s future posi-
tion, where the mean is determined by 3D kinematic motion
and the covariance is determined by a continuous time error
propagation model. Convolving these mixed distribution with
another entity or airspace yields mathematically conservative
future conflict estimates. Scenarios are presented to demon-
strate the algorithm’s capabilities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the upcoming integration of UAS in the NAS [1],
stakeholders such as the FAA and Department of Defense
(DoD) [2] are concerned with their safe integration and
operation with the primary concern being human safety [3].
Several earlier studies have investigated tools to estimate the
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risk of general aviation mid-air collisions with other aircraft
[4] as well as other airborne obstacles [5]. Some of these
results were adapted to focus on UAS specific mission and
provide models and tools for assessing risk of UAS missions
to bystanders both in the air [6], [7] and on the ground [8].
The eventual goal is to have full detect and avoid (DAA)
systems on UAS to provide automatic collision avoidance
[9], [10]. Until this technology is verified, validated, and
disseminated, UAS operators are currently responsible for
maintaining inter-aircraft spacing and ensuring that conflicts
and collisions do not occur [11]. Maintaining situational
awareness with respect to current and impending conflicts
with both aircraft and restricted airspaces can significantly
increase operator workload, thereby reducing the operator’s
bandwidth to focus on other mission tasks such as search and
rescue [12], [13], [14] path planning [15], or maintaining for-
mation [16]. Various groups have looked at human/machine
interfaces to increase efficiency and synergy between the
operator and the automation [17], [18]. These systems can
be augmented with collision awareness systems to further
reduce operator workload. Today, manned aircraft uses a
traffic collision avoidance system (TCAS) to automatically
maintain separation distances and increase the pilot’s situ-
ational awareness [19]. TCAS is highly regarded by the
aviation community and pilots are instructed to follow TCAS
warnings to prevent collisions [20]. Currently, a system
similar to TCAS has not been specifically implemented for
UASs.

The algorithms and systems outlined in this paper aim to
reduce operator workload with respect to current and im-
pending conflicts. Unlike TCAS, the proposed system has
default settings which the operator can modify to vary the
sensitivity levels. Furthermore, the system’s predictive threat
detection capabilities allow for multiple-threat resolution and
restricted airspace warnings. These systems can be integrated
into existing UAS ground station software such as the Insitu
Common Open Mission Command and Control (ICOMC2)
[21] to highlight potential future conflicts with the operator’s
vehicle and other air traffic or restricted areas.

The collision awareness system has two main components:
the forward state estimator and the conflict calculator. An
aircraft’s position is modeled as a mixed Gaussian distri-
bution, which is determined by the forward state estimator.
The forward state estimator supports three different flight
modes: free flight, flight path and orbit. After calculating
each aircraft’s forward state estimates, the conflict calculator
integrates the distributions and conservatively overestimates
the conflict probability between an aircraft and an airspace
or another aircraft. Unlike the forward state estimator, the
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conflict calculator accounts for the aircraft’s height, wingspan
and necessary separation distances, which provide a conser-
vative conflict prediction tailored for a specific aircraft. After
discussing the forward state estimator and conflict calculator
algorithms, the paper describes two scenarios to illustrate
how the overall collision awareness system operates.

2. FORWARD STATE ESTIMATOR
The forward state estimator (FSE) predicts an aircraft’s future
position in 3D Cartesian space. The aircraft’s position is
modeled as a Gaussian random variable. Given that the
distribution has infinite tails, the operator must specify a con-
fidence level for computations. In most scenarios illustrated
in this paper, a 95% confidence level is used2. An aircraft’s
xy-position is modeled a 2D Gaussian distribution, while the
z-position is modeled as a separate, independent 1D Gaussian
distribution. Every aircraft is modeled as a 3D point mass,
where the distribution’s mean is determined by 3D kinematic
motion and the covariance is determined from a continuous
time error propagation model [22]. Furthermore, the FSE
supports three different flight modes: free flight, flight path
and orbit. An aircraft engaged in following a flight path or
an orbit has known intent, thus the FSE result has reasonable
constraints based on the flight path or the orbit. An aircraft
with unknown intent is in free flight, which assumes the
aircraft continues to fly at the current heading and speed.

Required Inputs

For all flight modes the FSE requires the aircraft’s current
position, velocity, and aircraft specific errors. The parameter
errors provided include the aircraft’s GPS error in the xy-
plane (σx0 and σy0) and in the z-direction (σz0), speed
error (σs), climb angle error (σφ) and heading angle error
(σθ). Furthermore the error provided is at the user defined
confidence level (95% in subsequent figures). The standard
deviation for each parameter variable is calculated using a
standard normal distribution.

Further inputs are required for aircraft with known intent. For
the flight path mode, the FSE requires a list of waypoints and
if the flight path is closed or open. Orbits are modeled as
constant altitude circles and thus require the orbit’s center,
radius and the orbit direction.

3. FORWARD STATE ESTIMATOR FREE
FLIGHT

The FSE operating in free flight mode is the default flight
mode for all aircraft with unknown intent. Figures 1 and 2
illustrate FSE free flight results, which are visualized as beige
cylindrical ellipses. These figures illustrate an aircraft in free
flight mode that is climbing at a constant speed. As expected,
the aircraft’s FSE results increase in both size and altitude as
the prediction time increases (thereby illustrating the growing
uncertainty in the aircraft’s position).

Mean Calculation

An aircraft engaged in free flight continues to fly at its current
heading and speed. The speed (s) is the magnitude of the
current velocity and the climb angle (φ) and θ are calculated
based on the current velocity’s components.

2The confidence level can be operator specified. A larger confidence level
yields a more conservative calculation.

Figure 1. This shows an FSE free flight results from the
side. Note that the area of space required to capture the same
confidence level grows as the prediction horizon increases.

Figure 2. This shows an FSE free flight results from the top.
Notice that errors in the initial velocity estimate will lead to
larger regions in the body x-axis whereas errors in the initial
flight path heading angle will yield larger propagation in the
body y-axis.

φ = atan2 (V elz, V elxy)
θ = atan2 (V ely, V elx) (1)

Applying these three parameters, an aircraft’s mean position
at time t can be estimated as

[
x (t)
y (t)
z (t)

]
=

[
x0
y0
z0

]
+ st

[
cos (φ) cos (θ)
cos (φ) sin (θ)

sin (φ)

]
(2)

where, [x0, y0, z0]T is the initial position and t is the predic-
tion time.

Covariance Calculation

The covariance is calculated using the second order error
propagation technique applied to the aircraft’s motion in the
body coordinate system. Figure 3 defines the body coordinate
system and Eq.3 describes the aircraft’s motion in the body
frame.

[
xbody (t)
ybody (t)
zbody (t)

]
=

[
xbody (0)
ybody (0)
zbody (0)

]
+ st

[
cos (θbody)
sin (θbody)
cos (φbody)

]
(3)

To account for the worst case scenario the s in Eq.2 is used
in Eq.3. For example let the velocity be [2 m

sec , 2 m
sec , 1 m

sec ]T

thus the speed is 3 m
sec . Therefore the speed in the body’s x-

axis direction is actually 2 m
sec but 3 m

sec will be used. Since the
actual speed in each body axis is less than the aircraft’s speed,
the body motion equations will always capture the worst case
scenarios and yield conservative results. Also since the body
frame is aligned with the aircraft’s motion, both θbody and
φbody are 0◦.

Eq.4 is the general form for the second order error propaga-
tion method [22]. This method incorporates the covariance
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Figure 3. This is the body coordinate system where the
xBody-axis starts from the aircraft’s center to the aircraft’s
nose and is aligned with θ and the yBody-axis begins at the
aircraft’s center and ends at the left wingtip. Furthermore
zBody-axis is the cross product of the xBody-axis and yBody-
axis. θBody is the angular deviation from the xBody-axis.
Similarly the φBody is the angular deviation from the zBody-
axis.

between each parameter and includes the partial derivatives,
which result in an accurate, yet conservative standard devia-
tion.

σF
2 = ḡT0 Σxḡ0 +

1

2
trace (H0ΣxH0Σx) (4)

Applying second order error propagation techniques to the
aircraft’s motion in the body frame yields

ḡ0 =

[
1

tsin (θbody)
st cos (θbody)

]
, Σx =

 σ2
x0

0 0
0 σ2

s 0
0 0 σ2

θ

 ,
H0 =

[
0 0 0
0 0 t cos (θbody)
0 t cos (θbody) −st sin (θbody)

]
(5)

The continuous time error propagation equations are

σx,Body =

√
σ4
θ
s2t2

2 + σ2
x0

+ σ2
st

2

σy,Body =

√
σ2
θ
σ2
st

2

2 + σ2
y0

+ s2σ2
θt

2

σz,Body =

√
σ4
φ
s2t2

2 + σ2
z0 + σ2

st
2

(6)

Since no rotation is required between the body and Cartesian
system the variance in the z-direction is the same.

σ2
z (t) = σ2

z,Body (t) (7)

Assuming σx,Body and σy,Body are independent the covari-
ance is

CovBody (t) =

[
σ2
x,Body (t) 0

0 σ2
y,Body (t)

]
(8)

A direction cosine matrix (DCM) with rotation angle θ trans-
forms the covariance from the body frame to the Cartesian

Figure 4. This shows two FSE flight path results: a parallel
track (left) and expanding square flight path (right).

system.

CovXY = DCM−1
Body/XY CovBodyDCMBody/XY (9)

4. FORWARD STATE ESTIMATOR FLIGHT
PATH

The FSE flight path conservatively predicts an aircraft’s fu-
ture position for an aircraft engaged in flight path following
mode. A flight path is defined by a list of waypoints in 3D
Cartesian space and the line between each two consecutive
waypoints generates the flight path leg. The FSE flight path
assumes an aircraft flies at a constant speed on the flight route
and can instantaneously turn at waypoints. Figure 4 illustrates
two different flight paths and their associated FSE flight path
results.

Mean Calculation

A 3D kinematic point mass model describes the aircraft’s
motion. However since the aircraft follows a flight path, θ
and φ changes based on the flight path leg. The waypoint to
which the aircraft is heading at time t determines θ and φ.
twaypointK is the time the aircraft takes to reach waypoint K.

twaypointK =
distwaypoint

s
(10)

distwaypoint is the distance between pt1 (waypointK) and
pt2 (waypointK−1). When K = 1, waypointK−1 is the
aircraft’s current position.

tsum determines the waypoint the aircraft is headed towards
at time t.

tsum =

N∑
K=1

twaypointK (11)
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where N is the first waypoint such that tsum > t.

Thus,waypointN is the waypoint the aircraft heads to at time
t. Using N ,

θ = atan2
(
pt2y − pt1y, pt2x − pt1x

)
(12)

φ = atan2 (pt2z − pt1z, distxy) (13)

where distxy is the xy-distance between pt2 and pt1.

tcurrent is

tcurrent = t− tsum−1 (14)

where

tsum−1 =

N−1∑
K=1

twaypointK (15)

Substituting θ, φ and tcurrent into Eq.2 calculates the pre-
dicted mean position at t.

Covariance Calculation

The aircraft’s covariance is calculated in the body frame and
transformed into the Cartesian frame. In the body frame the
x-axis is aligned with the flight path leg and the y-axis is
perpendicular to the flight path leg. It is reasonable to expect
that the aircraft will not deviate in the body y-axis. This
expectation stems from the fact we assume the aircraft’s inner
loop controller will forces the aircraft to follow the flight path.
Furthermore this inner loop controller is expected to maintain
the correct altitude thus the error in the body frame’s z-axis
is expected to remain constant. Using these assumptions the
body frame’s error in the y-direction and the z-direction is

σy Body = σy0

σz Body = σz0
(16)

σx is calculated using first order error propagation techniques
[22] because σθ = 0.

σx,Body =
√
σ2
x0

+ (σst)2 (17)

Once σx,Body, σy,Body , and σz,Body are calculated, the same
process used by the FSE free flight transforms the covariance
from the body frame to the Cartesian frame.

Open and Closed Flight Paths

The algorithm handles the open and closed flight paths. If the
flight path is open, the aircraft remains at the last waypoint
and σx,Body stops growing once the aircraft reaches the last
waypoint. If the flight path is closed, the aircraft proceeds
to the first waypoint after reaching the last waypoint and
σx,Body continues to grow. Figure 5 illustrates an open and
closed flight path.

Figure 5. This shows an open flight path and a closed flight
path including ascending waypoint numbers.

5. FORWARD STATE ESTIMATOR ORBIT
The FSE orbit conservatively predicts an aircraft’s future
position for an aircraft engaged in an orbit. An aircraft in
orbit mode flies in a circular pattern exclusively clockwise or
counterclockwise at a constant altitude and speed. Figures 6
and 7 illustrate an FSE orbit result. In these figures the aircraft
is on the orbit in the xy-plane however is at a higher altitude
than the orbit altitude. Thus the aircraft will descend while
following the orbit in the xy-plane until the orbit altitude is
reached.

Figure 6. This is the side view of FSE orbit result. Notice the
altitude change in the estimates as the aircraft adjust altitude
to meet the orbit.

Figure 7. This is the top view of FSE orbit result. Notice
how the covariance increases in the body x-axis but remains
bounded in the body y-axis.
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Mean Calculation

The mean calculation is separated into two cases: aircraft
begins on the orbit or does not begin on the orbit. Let the orbit
center be [xorbit, yorbit, zorbit]

T. First distxy and altdif are
calculated to determine if the aircraft begins on the orbit or
not.

distxy = distxy,Orbit − orbitradius (18)
where distxy,Orbit is the distance in the xy-plane between the
orbit center and the aircraft’s current position.

altdif = zorbit − z0 (19)

If both distxy = 0 and altdif = 0, then the aircraft is on the
orbit. If not, then the aircraft is not on the orbit (this case is
discussed later in this section).

θ0 is defined the same way polar coordinate angles are.

θ0 = atan2 ((y0 − yorbit) , (x0 − xorbit)) (20)

Aircraft is on the orbit—In this case, θtrav is the angle the
aircraft traveled on the orbit.

θtrav =
st

orbitradius
(21)

The aircraft’s predicted position depends on the orbit direc-
tion traveled.

Counterclockwise : θ(t) = θ0 + θtrav
Clockwise : θ(t) = θ0 − θtrav (22)

Eq.23 transforms the angular position to the mean position.

x (t) = xorbit + cos (θ (t)) orbitradius
y (t) = yorbit + sin (θ (t)) orbitradius
z (t) = zorbit

(23)

Aircraft is not on the orbit—There are three different situa-
tions when the aircraft is not on the orbit:

1. On the orbit in the xy-plane but at a different altitude.
2. Outside the orbit.
3. Inside the orbit.

An aircraft is inside an orbit when distxy < 0 and outside the
orbit when distxy > 0.

This algorithm assumes an aircraft not on the orbit proceeds
directly to the orbit and enters the orbit following a radial path
as illustrated in Figure 8. Another assumption is an aircraft
not at the orbit altitude flies at a climb angle (φ) to reach the
orbit altitude, however φ cannot exceed a max climb angle3

for an aircraft not at the orbit altitude. Although the system
uses these assumptions, there are other methods to model an
aircraft’s motion, when the aircraft is not on the orbit.

3For this paper the max angle is 10◦.

Figure 8. Aircraft is initially inside the orbit and travels
radially outward until the orbit is reached. Then the FSE
results tracks the aircraft’s position on the orbit.

Since there is a specified orbit altitude, φ has to be carefully
defined. The case when distxy is discussed in the next
section.

φ0 =

∣∣∣∣atan

(
altdif
distxy

)∣∣∣∣⇒ {
if altdif < 0, φinitial = −φ0
if altdif > 0, φinitial = φ0

(24)

Applying the max climb angle assumption, if |φinitial| ≤
10◦, then φ = φinitial. The other case is if |φinitial| > 10◦,
then φ = ±10◦ the sign has the same sign as φinitial.

talt is the time the aircraft reaches the correct orbit altitude
and torb is the time the aircraft reaches the orbit in the xy-
plane.

talt =
altdif
s sin(φ)

(25)

torb =
|distxy|
s cos(φ)

(26)

Situation 1: Aircraft on Orbit in xy-Projection but Different
Altitude

There are two different cases for this situation: an aircraft at
a higher or lower altitude.

When the aircraft is above the altitude, the aircraft follows the
orbit in the xy-plane and φ = −10◦. For the other case the
aircraft performs the same action except φ = 10◦. Also there
are two distinct time periods, t < talt and t > talt. When
t < talt, the z-position is
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z (t) = z0 + st sin (φ) (27)

To calculate the xy-position a new angle is introduced, θtrans,
which is the angle the aircraft travels in the orbit while
reaching the orbit altitude.

θtrans =
s |cos (φ)| t
orbitradius

(28)

θ is calculated by substituting θtrans for θtrav in Eq.22. x(t)
and y(t) is calculated using Eq.23.

When t > talt, θtransNotAlt, the angle the aircraft traveled
from the initial time to talt, is calculated by substituting talt
for t in Eq.28. Then θtransOnOrb, the angle the aircraft
traveled at t − talt is calculated using t − talt in Eq.21. θ(t)
is calculated using Eq.22 and Eq.29. Then, the mean position
is calculated using Eq.23 and θ(t).

θtrav = θtransNotAlt + θtransOnOrb (29)

Situation 2: Aircraft is Outside the Orbit

Although there are three different cases for this situation:
aircraft is at a higher altitude, lower altitude or at the orbit
altitude, the logic for each case is the same. For this situation
there are three distinct time periods: t < torb, t < talt and
t > talt. Remember torb ≤ talt.

When t < torb, the aircraft heads directly to the orbit and
enters the orbit radially the aircraft follows the angle ψ.

ψ = θ0 + 180◦ (30)

Thus, the mean is calculated using Eq.2 and substituting ψ
for θ.

When t < talt, the aircraft is on the orbit in the xy-
plane, which is similar to situation 1. θtrans is calculated
by replacing t with t − torb into Eq.28. Then the mean is
calculated using Eq.23 and Eq.27.

When t > talt, the same algorithm used in situation 1 during
the same time period is applied for this situation, except in
Eq.28 talt − torb is substituted for t− talt.

Situation 3: Aircraft is Inside the Orbit

This situation follows the same logic as situation 2 except
substitute ψinside for ψ.

ψinside = θinitial (31)

Covariance Calculation

The FSE orbit uses the same error propagation technique
as the FSE free flight, however since the aircraft’s intent
is known reasonable limits are applied to each body frame
direction. The body frame directions are altitude (body
frame’s +z-axis), orbit’s radial direction (body frame’s +y-
axis), and orbit’s tangential direction (body frame’s +x-axis).
The xy-covariance body frame limits are applied once the

aircraft is on the orbit in the xy-plane and the altitude limits
are applied once the aircraft reaches the orbit altitude.

A reasonable assumption4 is the error in the tangential direc-
tion (σxError) cannot exceed the orbit’s diameter. Scenarios
in this paper use σyError = 5m and σyError = 20m but these
may be tailored to the specific aircraft system of interest.

Eq.32 to Eq.34 calculate the time it takes to reach the max
error in each direction. For these calculations to obtain real
solutions σxError > σx0, σyError > σy0, and σzError >
σz0. These conditions are reasonable because if the GPS
error is larger than the max error, then an aircraft cannot be
guaranteed to be within a max error.

txError =
σ2
xError − σ2

x0

σ4
θ
s2

2 + σ2
s

(32)

tyError =
σ2
yError − σ2

y0

σ2
θ
σ2
s

2 + s2σ2
θ

(33)

tzError =
σ2
zError − σ2

z0
σ4
φ
s2

2 + σ2
s

(34)

The max error times determine when the max error in each
direction is applied. Furthermore, the max error times in the
tangential and radial directions are applied when the aircraft
is on the orbit in the xy-plane and the max error time in the
altitude direction is applied when the aircraft is at the orbit
altitude. There are cases when the time it takes to reach the
correct altitude and, or orbit is greater than the max error time.
For these cases, the error grows normally until the orbit is
reached. Once the aircraft reaches the orbit then the max error
times are applied.

Also the FSE orbit’s DCM rotation angle depends on the orbit
direction and whether an aircraft is outside or inside the orbit.
If the aircraft is not on the orbit in the xy-plane, ψ and ψinside
is used appropriately. The DCM’s rotation angle on the orbit
in the xy-plane is defined as

Counterclockwise : θrot = θ + π
2

Clockwise : θrot = θ − π
2

(35)

6. CONFLICT CALCULATOR
The conflict calculator requires an FSE result (parameter-
ized as a 3D distribution), aircraft specific information, and
airspace properties to determine the conflict probability be-
tween an operator-specified aircraft (the perspective entity),
and another aircraft or an airspace. Jointly integrating the
Gaussian distribution yields the probability of conflict be-
tween the perspective entity and another entity. Conservative
results are achieved by over-bounding or making overesti-
mates.

The following subsections describe how a 2D and 1D proba-
bility is calculated as well as rotating an FSE result’s 2D co-
variance matrix back to the 2D body frame. These techniques

4These max error values can be operator specified.
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are fundamental for both the aircraft conflict calculator and
airspace conflict calculator.

Gaussian Distributions

A 2D Gaussian distribution (Eq.36) represents the FSE re-
sult’s covariance (Σ(t)) and mean (µ(t)) in the xy-plane.

pxy (t) =
[
(2π)

2
det (Σ (t))

]− 1
2

e
− 1

2

([
x
y

]
−µ(t)

)T
Σ(t)−1

([
x
y

]
−µ(t)

) (36)

where,

µ (t) =

[
x̄ (t)
ȳ (t)

]
Σ (t) =

[
σ2
x (t) cov (x (t) , y (t))

cov (x (t) , y (t)) σ2
y (t)

] (37)

A 1D Gaussian distribution (Eq.38) represents the FSE result
in the z-direction.

pz (t) =
e

−(z−z̄(t))2

2σ2
z(t)√

2πσ2
z (t)

(38)

The probability in the xy-plane (Eq.40) is calculated by
integrating a 2D probability distribution and a diagonal co-
variance matrix of the form

Σ =

[
a 0
0 b

]
(39)

Since the FSE’s body frame’s covariance has this diagonal
covariance form, this technique is valid. Further discussion
on rotating an FSE covariance back to the body frame is
described in the next section. Using this diagonal covariance
matrix, a closed form expression for the double integral over
a box region can be obtained as shown by Eq.40.

Pxy (t) =
∫ yf
y0

∫ xf
x0

[2π det (Σ (t))]
− 1

2

e
− 1

2

([
x
y

]
−µ(t)

)T
Σ(t)−1

([
x
y

]
−µ(t)

)
dxdy

= 1
4

(
Erf

(
xf−x̄(t)

σx(t)
√

2

)
−Erf

(
x0−x̄(t)

σx(t)
√

2

))(
Erf

(
yf−ȳ(t)

σy(t)
√

2

)
− Erf

(
y0−ȳ(t)

σy(t)
√

2

))
(40)

Next taking the single integral in the altitude direction yields
the probability being in the following altitude range as de-
scribed in Eq.41.

Pz (t) =
∫ zf
z0

e

−(z−z̄(t))2

2σ2
z(t)√

2πσ2
z(t)

dz

= 1
2

(
Erf

(
zf−z̄(t)

σz(t)
√

2

)
−Erf

(
z0−z̄(t)

σz(t)
√

2

)) (41)

Rotating the Covariance Matrix in the xy-Plane

Rotating any 2D covariance matrix appropriately, yields a
zero off diagonal covariance matrix. To obtain this covariance
matrix, first θ, the angle from the 2D Gaussian’s semimajor
axis to the body frame’s +x-axis, is calculated. Using a DCM
with rotation angle θ yields a zero off diagonal covariance
matrix (Covrot).

7. AIRCRAFT CONFLICT CALCULATOR
The aircraft conflict calculator is responsible for determin-
ing the probability of an aircraft violating another aircraft’s
airspace. This module allows the system to conservatively
predict if two aircraft are in conflict and determine both
when and where a conflict will occur. These calculations are
done from the perspective of an aircraft that the operator is
interested in. This aircraft is deemed the ’perspective entity’
and is typically the aircraft that the operator is controlling
but any vehicle can assume the role of the perspective entity.
The aircraft conflict calculator models aircraft as a 3D point
mass and incorporates both the aircraft geometry (such as
wingspan and height) and required horizontal and vertical
separation distances. An aircraft’s airspace is modeled as a
cylinder whose radius is a function of the the non-perspective
entity’s wingspan and the desired level of confidence of
calculation accuracy, and required horizontal separation dis-
tance (see Eq.53). The height of the cylinder is computed
in a similar fashion using parameters related to the vertical
separation. For this discussion aircraft A is the perspective
entity and aircraft B is the non-perspective entity aircraft.
The probability in the planar and altitude direction is assumed
independent so the total conflict probability is the product of
these two probabilities.

Aircraft Conflict Probability in xy-Plane

To formulate the problem from viewpoint of aircraft A, the
following parameters will be used

1. bA is aircraft A’s wingspan, which is the the actual hori-
zontal distance taken up by aircraft A (not the half wingspan).
2. rA is aircraft A’s horizontal separation distance.
3. µA is aircraft A’s mean position.
4. ΣA is aircraft A’s 2D distribution’s covariance.

Before proceeding further, the local world frame FW is
defined with an x1-axis aligned with the local north direction,
x2-axis aligned with the local east direction, and the origin is
the world frame’s center. This defines a local Cartesian frame
which is similar to the vehicle carried north-east-down frame,
except the origin is at an arbitrary “base” location.

Formulating a description of aircraft A’s horizontal footprint
is important because the aircraft’s planar position is stochas-
tic. Thus this horizontal footprint needs to be conservative to
account for regions of high likelihood. Note that it is unrea-
sonable to attempt to account for 100% of the possibilities of
aircraft A’s footprint because under a Gaussian distribution,
this requires the range of x1 ∈ [−∞,∞] and x2 ∈ [−∞,∞].
Instead, consider that aircraft A’s footprint can be a circle of
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Figure 9. The blue and red ellipses represent the distribu-
tions fA(x) and fB(x), respectively. Aircraft A’s (perspective
entity) worst-case horizontal footprint is shown as ηA,foot
(purple circle) with a radius of eA.

radius eA and centered around µA. Mathematically, this is
given by

ηA,foot =

{(
x1
x2

)
|(x1 − µA,1)

2
+ (x2 − µA,2)

2 ≤ eA2

}
(42)

where ηA,foot is aircraft A’s worst-case horizontal footprint
range and eA is the radius of the worst-case horizontal
footprint range. Both variables are illustrated in Figure 9.
eA needs to be chosen large enough to capture the desired
confidence level of aircraft A’s horizontal positions. A con-
servative computation of eA will now be derived.

Integration of fA over ηA,foot is used to determine if eA is
large enough to contain the specified percentages of cases.
To do this a new frame based on aircraft A’s probability
distribution function (Fd,A) is created. This frame has the
x1-axis aligned with distribution fA’s semi-major axis, the
x2-axis aligned with distribution fA’s semi-minor axis, and
the origin is at distribution fA’s mean (µA). Geometrically,
distribution fA can be expressed in Fd,A as

fd,AA (x) = N
(

0,Σd,AA

)
(43)

where N is a 2D Gaussian distribution and

Σd,AA =

[
λA,max 0

0 λA,min

]
(44)

In the previous expression, λA,min and λA,max denote the
minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the 2D covariance
matrix, respectively.

Now integrating fd,AA (x) over ηA,foot obtains a cumulative
distribution function as a function of the radius, eA. This
integration is

F (eA) =

∫ ∫
ηA,foot

fd,AA (x) dA (45)

Due to the fact that it is difficult to obtain a closed form
solution of a general 2D Gaussian distribution over a circular
domain of integration, we approximate the distribution as

f̃d,AA (x) = N
(

0, Σ̃d,AA

)
(46)

where

Σ̃d,AA =

[
λA,max 0

0 λA,max

]
(47)

This distribution, f̃d,AA (x), is the same as fd,AA (x) except that
it is symmetric about the origin (because λA,max is on both
diagonal elements). In a sense, this is “more spread out” than
fd,AA (x). We can think of f̃d,AA (x) as more conservative than
the original distribution fd,AA (x).

We can integrate this (in polar coordinates) over ηA,foot

F̃ (eA) =

∫ eA

0

∫ 2π

0

f̃d,AA (x) rdrdθ (48)

where x =

[
r cos (θ)
r sin (θ)

]
to obtain a closed form and conservative expression for the
cumulative distribution function

F̃ (eA) = 1− e
−e2
A

2λA,max (49)

Next eA is solved for using Eq.49.

eA =

√
−2λA,max ln

(
1− F̃

)
(50)

where F̃ ∈ [0, 1] is the desired confidence level. In practice
the bounds of F̃ should be exclusively (0, 1) because F̃ = 0

implies eA = 0 and F̃ = 1 implies eA = ∞, which are both
somewhat unreasonable.

Now that we have a description of aircraft A’s horizontal
footprint, we need to describe the airspace that it claims as
its own. We calculate this as

ηA,air,h =

{(
x1
x2

)
|(x1 − µA,1)

2
+ (x2 − µA,2)

2 ≤ (eA + rA)2

}
(51)

ηA,air,h is aircraft A’s worst-case horizontal airspace range
and describes the planar positions that if any object comes
into this region, we call this an airspace violation.

From geometry, we see that if aircraft B’s planar position is
anywhere in the range
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Figure 10. The red circle shows η̃A,air,h. If any portion
of aircraft B enters this region, we consider it a violation of
aircraft A’s (the perspective entity) horizontal airspace.

η̃A,air,h =

[
x1
x2

]
∈ (x1 − µA,1)

2
+ (x2 − µA,2)

2 ≤ R2

(52)

where R is given by

R = eA + rA +
bB
2

(53)

then aircraft B has the potential to breach aircraft A’s hori-
zontal airspace as shown in Figure 10.

Now the probability that aircraft B will breach aircraft A’s
horizontal airspace can be calculated. η̃A,air,h gives a planar
region of space where if aircraft B is anywhere in this region,
we consider it a breach of aircraft A’s horizontal airspace.
Therefore, the probability of this occurring is simply the
integral of aircraft B’s distribution (fB) over this domain.

p (XB ∈ η̃A,air,h) =

∫ ∫
η̃A,air,h

fB (x) dA (54)

As we saw earlier, calculations become simpler if a frame
aligned with the distribution fB is used. fB is defined as the
frame of aircraft B’s probability distribution function where
the frame’s origin is at fB’s mean, x1-axis is aligned with
fB’s semi-major axis and x2 is aligned with fB’s semi-minor
axis.

The vector from aircraft B to aircraft A is

rA/B = µA − µB (55)

rA/B is most likely expressed in the world frame, FW .
However, this can easily be expressed in Fd,B (aircraft B’s
distribution frame) using

Figure 11. To conservatively find the probability of aircraft
B violating the aircraft A’s airspace in the xy-plane, the
integration domain is this green square, which encompasses
η̃A,air,h,square.

rd,BA/B = DCM (ψd) r
W
A/B (56)

where ψd is the angle to rotate FW so that it aligns with Fd,B .

Once again, we see that integration of fB over the η̃A,air,h
domain is is difficult to obtain in closed form (this is the
integral of a non-symmetric 2D Gaussian distribution over
a circular domain of integration that is not centered at the
mean). Instead, we may conservatively integrate Eq.54,
a square slightly larger than the area of η̃A,air,h to make
the calculation simpler. This square region, η̃A,air,h,square,
(illustrated in Figure 11) is aligned with the Fd,B frame and
can be expressed as

η̃A,air,h,square =

 xd,B1 ∈
[
rd,BA/B (1)−R, rd,BA/B (1) +R

]
xd,B2 ∈

[
rd,BA/B (2)−R, rd,BA/B (2) +R

] 
(57)

η̃A,air,h,square is useful because aircraft B’s planar position
probability distribution function, fB , can be expressed in its
distribution frame, Fd,B , and can conservatively bound the
integral of Eq.54 by the much easier and less complicated
integral of

p(XB ∈ η̃A,air,h,square) =

∫ ∫
η̃A,air,h,square

fd,BB (x) dA

(58)

where fd,BB (x) = N
(

0,Σd,BB

)
and Σd,BB =

[
λB,max 0

0 λB,min

]
The closed form expression for this integral was given previ-
ously in Eq.40.

Thus, this method conservatively solves an airspace conflict
between the perspective entity (aircraft A) and another, non-
perspective entity (aircraft B) in the xy-plane.
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Figure 12. This is a description of the altitude conflict
parameters with the perspective entity shown in blue and the
non-perspective entity in red.

Aircraft Conflict Probability in Altitude Direction

Calculating the conflict between two aircraft in the altitude
direction follows a similar process. The The following pa-
rameters are used to calculate an aircraft conflict probability
in the altitude direction. These are also illustrated in Figure
12.

1. hA is aircraft A’s height. This is the actual vertical distance
taken up by aircraft A.
2. sA is aircraft A’s vertical airspace separation distance,
which is half of the total airspace height.
3. µA is aircraft A’s mean altitude.
4. σA is aircraft A’s distribution’s standard deviation.

Next the problem can be formulated as an independent prob-
ability calculation using the following two random variables,
XA is aircraft A’s altitude and XB is aircraft B’s altitude.
Since the altitude of aircraft A and aircraft B are independent,
the following region is considered, η = [xmin, xmax]. The
probability that a sample from fA and fB falls in this range
is given by

p (XA ∈ η) =
∫ xmax

xmin
fA (x) dx

p (XB ∈ η) =
∫ xmax

xmin
fB (x) dx

(59)

Since the two probabilities are independent, the probability
that a sample from both fA and fB will be in the range η is
given by p (XA ∈ η&&XB ∈ η) = p (XA ∈ η) p (XB ∈ η).

Next a description of aircraft A’s airspace needs to be for-
mulated. Because the aircraft’s altitude is stochastic, this
airspace needs to be conservative and tries to account for
regions of high likelihood. Note that it is unreasonable to
attempt to account for 100% of the possibilities of aircraft A’s
altitude because under a Gaussian distribution, this requires
the range of [−∞,∞].

Instead, consider that aircraft A’s altitude can be in a range of

ηA,alt = [µA − dA, µA + dA] (60)

where ηA,alt is aircraft A’s worst-case altitude range.

To be conservative and assuming a worst-case scenario,
aircraft A can be at any altitude in the range of ηA,alt as
described in Figure 13

Figure 13. This describes ηA,alt as the purple range. Note
that this is a function of dA.

The probability that aircraft A is located within ηA,alt is
therefore given by

F (dA) = p (XA ∈ ηA,alt)

=
∫ µA+dA
µA−dA fA (x) dx

F (dA) = Erf
(

dA√
2σA

) (61)

This is in effect a type of cumulative probability distribution
function which captures the percentage of samples that fall in
the range ηA,alt as dA varies from 0 to∞. In practice, a user
will specify a desired confidence level, F , and the appropriate
distance dA is calculated to achieve this level of confidence.
Therefore, solving Eq.61 for dA yields

dA =
√

2σAErf−1 (F ) (62)

Now that a description of aircraft A’s altitude range is ob-
tained. The next step is to describe the airspace that it claims
as its own. This is calculated as

ηA,air,v = [µA − (dA + sA) , µA + (dA + sA)] (63)

where ηA,air,v is aircraft A’s worst-case vertical airspace
range and describes the altitude that if any object comes in
this range, we call this a vertical airspace violation. From
geometry, if aircraft B’s altitude is anywhere in the range

η̃A,air,v = [µA −H,µA +H] (64)

whereH = dA+sA+ hB
2 , then aircraft B will breach aircraft

A’s vertical airspace. This is illustrated in Figure 14.

Finally, the probability that aircraft B will breach aircraft
A’s vertical airspace can be calculated by using Eq.41 with
η̃A,air,v and aircraft B’s mean and altitude variance.

Since the horizontal and vertical conflict probabilities are
assumed to be independent, the aircraft conflict probability
is simply the product between the horizontal and vertical
probabilities.
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Figure 14. This is a description of the vertical airspace
showing ηA,air,v (the perspective entity’s vertical airspace)
as the blue range and η̃A,air,v as the range of altitudes that
aircraft B must remain outside of in order to maintain conflict
free altitudes.

8. AIRSPACE CONFLICT CALCULATOR
The previous section described algorithms used to determine
conservative estimates of conflict between two aircraft. An-
other problem that UAS operators are concerned with is the
conflict between their aircraft (the perspective entity) and
restricted airspaces. The airspace conflict calculator provides
a conservative probability of an airspace violation. Having
this module allows the system to predict if an FSE result
will breach an airspace, which is modeled as an extruded
non-complex 2D convex or non-convex polygon, where each
polygon vertex is known. This system supports only extruded
polygons with vertical side walls. In addition to the 2D
polygon the height and the airspace’s altitude ranges are
known. The airspace generates the limits of integration for
both the 2D and 1D probability.

Rotating the Airspace

In order to use Eq.40 to calculate the 2D probability a
diagonal covariance matrix is required. Once the covariance
is rotated using a DCM, a new 2D distribution, centered at the
same mean, is generated. Since the covariance is rotated the
airspace must also be rotated via the 2D polygon’s vertices to
maintain the same relative distance between the covariance
and the airspace. Figure 15 illustrates how a vertex (Point A)
relates to the covariance in both the Cartesian and body frame
xy-plane. Let [ xvertex, yvertex ]

T be a polygon’s vertex.

A vertex is transformed by

[
x̃vertex
ỹvertex

]
= DCMBody/XY

([
xvertex
yvertex

]
− µ

)
+ µ

(65)

Discretizing the Polygon

After rotating both the 2D Gaussian distribution and the
polygon, the polygon is discretized. Discretizing the polygon
is the first step necessary to obtain a simplified calculation
of the probability of violating the airspace in the xy-plane.
The first step in the discretization process is to determine a
rectangle which surrounds the polygon. Next this rectangle is
discretized based on an operator specified number of blocks
in the x-direction and y-direction to create a series of grids
within the containing rectangle. The algorithm then deter-
mines which grids either touch or are within the polygon. To
determine this, the algorithm uses the following condition: if

Figure 15. This shows the relationship between the 2D
Gaussian distribution and a polygon vertex (Pt A). Further-
more since the Gaussian distribution needs to be rotated to
the body frame, Pt A also needs to be rotated to maintain the
same relative distance.

Figure 16. The red polygon represents a 2D airspace. This
polygon is then discretized and the blue grids represents the
grids that touch or are within the airspace. These blue grids
form the polygon grid domain.

any of the four sides of a given grid intersects the polygon,
then the grid touches or is within the polygon. Furthermore
the algorithm uses a non-optimized winding algorithm to
handle cases when the grid is completely within but does not
intersect the polygon. Once all the grids that touch or are
within the polygon are found, these grids form the polygon
grid domain, where N is the number of grids in the polygon
grid domain.

Calculating the Airspace Conflict Probability

Since each grid contains a maximum and minimum x-value
and y-value, the 2D probability of being in the polygon
grid domain can be determined by Eq.40. Let each grid
probability be Pxyk where k is the grid number. Thus the
probability of being in the polygon grid domain is

Pxy,Tot =

N∑
k=1

Pxyk (66)

Since the polygon grid domain’s area is equal or larger than
the polygon’s area, this implies Pxy,Tot ≥ Ppolygon.

Next the altitude probability is calculated using the airspace’s
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minimum and maximum altitude. Eq.41 calculates Pz . Since
Pxy,Tot and Pz are independent, the total probability is their
product. Also since Pxy,Tot is conservative, this implies Ptot
is also conservative.

Ptot = PzPxy,Tot (67)

Monte Carlo Simulation

The airspace conflict calculator is validated using a Monte
Carlo simulation developed by the research team. 5000
random positions based on the FSE result are generated.
Each point is classified as either violating or not violating
the airspace. Then the Monte Carlo result is calculated
by dividing the number of violations by 5000. Since the
Monte Carlo simulation generates random positions, each
simulation results in different conflict probabilities. Thus,
this Monte Carlo simulation provides an airspace violation
approximation.

The following 3 scenarios validate the airspace conflict
calculator’s conservativeness and the assumption that the
probability in the xy-plane and z-direction are independent.
A large discrepancy between the Monte Carlo results and
the airspace conflict calculator results occurs when the FSE
result’s covariance is small compared to the airspace and
breaches the airspace. In this scenario a discretized airspace
may have a grid containing the entire distribution thus the
airspace conflict calculator predicts a larger probability than
the Monte Carlo result. The airspace conflict calculator
predict a larger conflict probability than the Monte Carlo
simulation. This is expected because this demonstrates the
airspace conflict calculator’s conservative nature to overes-
timate airspace conflicts. Scenario 1 (as shown in Figure
17) illustrates this scenario by having an FSE result approx-
imately halfway breaching the airspace. As expected the
Monte Carlo simulation predicts a 48.66% probability (close
to the ideal 50% value), while the airspace calculator predicts
an expected 100% probability because a discretized polygon
grids contains the FSE result’s 95% confidence region.

Figure 17. This is scenario 1, where the FSE result halfway
breaches the airspace in the xy-plane as illustrated in the left
image. The image on the right shows the Monte Carlo result,
where the red dots are the random generated positions.

Scenarios 2 and 3 test the independence assumption. Figures
18 and 19 illustrate both the side and top view for scenarios 2
and 3. Note Figure 18 has the side walls removed to show
the amount the FSE breaches the airspace. Since in both
scenarios the FSE result is contained by the airspace in the xy-
plane, the airspace conflict calculator result will vary based
on the probability in the altitude direction. Furthermore since

the airspace and the FSE result are similar in size, the Monte
Carlo simulation and the airspace conflict calculator results
should be similar as well.

Figure 18. These two images are the side views of scenario
2 (left) and scenario 3 (right). Also the sidewalls of the
airspace is removed for clarity. In scenario 2 the FSE result
is almost completely inside the airspace in the z-direction. In
scenario 3 the FSE result halfway breaches the airspace in the
z-direction.

Figure 19. This illustrates the FSE result in the 2D direction
for scenarios 2 and 3. For scenarios 2 and 3 the FSE result is
contained in the airspace in the xy-plane.

For scenario 2 the Monte Carlo simulation (Figure 20) yields
a 96.82% probability, while the airspace conflict calculator
predicts a 96.69% probability. For scenario 3 the Monte Carlo
simulation (Figure 21) yields a 58.96% probability, while the
airspace conflict calculator predicts a 58.56% probability.

Figure 20. This is the side view of scenario 2’s Monte Carlo
simulation results. As expected most of the red dots violate
the airspace.

Since the airspace conflict calculator’s results are either
within 2% of the Monte Carlo results or the airspace conflict
calculator results are greater than the Monte Carlo results,
the aircraft conflict calculator results are conservative and the
independence assumptions about the probabilities in the xy-
plane and altitude direction is valid.
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Figure 21. This is the side view of scenario 3’s Monte Carlo
simulation results. As expected half of the red dots violate
the airspace.

9. SIMULATION
Two realistic simulations are engineered to demonstrate the
algorithm’s capabilities. Scenario 1 highlights the FSE free
flight, FSE flight path, aircraft conflict calculator and airspace
conflict calculator functionalities, while scenario 2 focuses
on the algorithm’s FSE free flight, FSE orbit, aircraft conflict
calculator and airspace conflict calculator.

Simulation 1

This simulation is 90 seconds in length and contains a
restricted airspace and 3 different aircraft. Two are UAS
(UAS06 and UAS04) and the third is a passenger jet (Jet01).
This scenario exercises the FSE free flight, FSE flight path,
and the conflict calculator capabilities. In this scenario the
perspective entity is UAS06 and changes to UAS04 halfway
in the simulation (simulating the case where the operator
starts controlling UAS06 and is then handed off to control
UAS04). Initially both Jet01 and UAS04 are in free flight
and UAS06 is following a parallel track flight path. Figures
22 and 23 illustrate the initial FSE predictions which include
a 30 second prediction time FSE results. At this time, the
conflict calculator predicts no potential conflicts.

Figure 22. This is a side view of simulation 1’s FSE results
at 0 seconds. In this scenario, there are 2 aircraft in free flight,
1 aircraft in a flight path mode and an airspace. Forward state
estimates are predicted 30 seconds into the future.

In the first 3 seconds there are no potential conflict warnings.
However from 4 to 10 seconds, the system predicts Jet01 will
be in conflict with UAS06 in the next 30 seconds with 100%
probability. Figures 24 and 25 illustrates the FSE result at
10 seconds. Although the two FSE results do not intersect,
the conflict calculator predicts 100% probability due to the

Figure 23. This is a top view of simulation 1’s FSE results
at 0 seconds. Furthermore this figure better depicts the FSE
results for all 3 aircraft.

Figure 25. This is a top view of simulation 1’s FSE results
at 10 seconds, which shows the close proximity between the
Jet01’s FSE result and UAS06’s FSE result.

conservative methods applied.

Figure 24. This is a side view of simulation 1’s FSE results
at 10 seconds. This illustrates the pending conflict between
Jet01 and UAS06.

For the next 14 seconds the system continues to warn of
a pending conflict between UAS06 and Jet01 with 100%
probability and the time of conflict continues to decrease. At
24 seconds the system predicts the time of this conflict has
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decreased to 12 seconds. Since the conflict probability has
become too high, the operator decides to change UAS06’s
flight path from a parallel track to an expanding square flight
pattern south of the conflict area. Figure 26 illustrates the
FSE results for each aircraft at 25 seconds.

Figure 26. This is simulation 1’s FSE results at 25 seconds.
At this time since the conflict between UAS06 and Jet01 is
highly probable, UAS06’s operator changes the flight path
from the parallel track to the expanding square.

UAS06 continues to follow the expanding square flight path
for the next 20 seconds. At this time UAS04 is still in
free flight and Jet01 clears the parallel track as illustrated
in Figures 27 and 28. Once the parallel track flight path is
cleared, UAS06 returns to the parallel track and the operator
changes the perspective entity to UAS04. By changing the
perspective entity, the operator gave up command of UAS06
and now commands UAS04. Then the operator changes
UAS04’s flight mode from free flight to flight path, where
UAS04 follows the expanding square flight path.

Figure 27. This is a side view of simulation 1’s FSE results
at 45 seconds. At this time Jet01 clears the parallel track,
thus UAS06’s operator switches UAS06’s flight path back to
the original parallel track flight path.

From 51 to 80 seconds the system predicts a conflict between
the UAS04 and UAS06 with 100% probability, although both
aircraft’s FSE results never intersect each other. These warn-
ings are expected because the expanding square and parallel

Figure 28. This is a top view of simulation 1’s FSE
results at 45 seconds. In addition to switching the flight path
of UAS06, the UAS06’s operator relinquishes command of
UAS06 after sending UAS06 back to the parallel track. Next
the operator changes perspective entity and controls UAS04.
This operator then switches UAS04’s flight mode from free
flight to following the expanding square flight path.

track flight route are within UAS04’s airspace’s horizontal
separation distance. Since UAS04’s airspace’s horizontal
separation distance is large and contains UAS06’s FSE re-
sults, thus the aircraft conflict calculator will predict a 100%
conflict probability during this time. However at 81 seconds
and for the remainder of the simulation the system warns
that UAS04 is currently violating the restricted airspace with
100% probability as illustrated in Figure 29. This 100%
probability conflict is expected because the FSE result is
contained within an airspace’s discretized grid.

Figure 29. This is simulation 1’s FSE results at 81 sec-
onds. At this time the airspace conflict calculator determines
UAS04 is currently violating the airspace.

Simulation 2

This simulation illustrates the collision awareness algorithm
capabilities to handle a general aviation aircraft, (Prop13)
operating in free flight mode, as a perspective entity. In
addition this simulation spends more time demonstrating the
airspace conflict calculator’s capabilities. During the simula-
tion Prop13 is in conflict with an orbiting aircraft, UAS05,
and a restricted airspace. This simulation is 60 seconds
and has a 20 second prediction time. Figures 30 and 31
show the initial FSE predictions. At 0 seconds the conflict
calculator predicts UAS05 will breach Prop13’s airspace in
14 seconds with 100% probability. As expected the system
warns Prop13 about the pending conflict with UAS05 for the
first 14 seconds because the FSE results are in close proximity
to each other.
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Figure 30. This is a side view of simulation 2’s FSE results
at 0 seconds. In this scenario, there is 1 aircraft in free flight,
1 aircraft in orbit mode and an airspace.

Figure 31. This is a top view of simulation 2’s FSE
results at 0 seconds. Furthermore the initial FSE results
between UAS05 and Prop13 are within close proximity and
the aircraft conflict calculator predicts conflicts between these
two aircrafts for the next 14 seconds.

As the simulation progresses the conflict calculator continues
to predict that Prop13’s airspace will be breached with 100%
probability. From 8 to 12 seconds the conflict calculator pre-
dicts that UAS05 has breached Prop13’s airspace with 100%
probability. Once Prop13 passes UAS05’s orbit, the system
predicts a potential conflict with the airspace as illustrated
in Figures 32 and 33. 14 seconds into the simulation the

Figure 32. This is a side view of simulation 2’s FSE results at
14 seconds. At 14 seconds the warnings between the potential
conflicts between Prop13 and UAS05 ceases. The system
then warns the operator of a pending airspace violation.

Figure 33. This is a top view of simulation 2’s FSE results at
14 seconds. This figure clearly depicts the pending airspace
violation by Prop13.

conflict calculator predicts a 6.76% probability of violating
the airspace occurring in 10 seconds. As the simulation
progresses the conflict calculator continues to predict a vio-
lation with increasing probability. For instance at 20 seconds
the probability of violation is 61.15% and at 32 seconds the
probability of violation is 89.32%.

At 32 seconds the conflict calculator yields an interesting
result because the probability of violation is 89.32% in 8
seconds however Figures 34 and 35 show the FSE result does
not appear to be contained by 89.32% of the airspace. This
discrepancy is caused by the conservative methods imple-
mented in the airspace conflict calculator. Having an over
conservative method is important because the pilot would not
continue to fly the current heading knowing a high probability
of an airspace violation exists.

Figure 34. This is a side view of simulation 2’s FSE
results at 32 seconds. At this time the airspace conflict
calculator predicts an 89.32% probability of violating the
airspace occurring in the next 8 seconds.
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Figure 35. This is a top view of simulation 2’s FSE results
at 32 seconds. This illustrates the FSE result in the xy-plane
and highlights the FSE result at 8 seconds. 8 seconds is im-
portant because this is the time the airspace conflict calculator
predicts the highest probability of an airspace violation.

Figures 36 and 37 show the FSE results of the aircraft and the
airspace at 40 seconds. At this time the conflict calculator
predicts that Prop13 is violating the airspace with 100%
probability. The conflict calculator continues to predict with
a probability close to a 100% that Prop13 is violating the
airspace. At 52 seconds Prop13 has cleared the airspace
and the conflict calculator has no conflict warnings for the
remainder of the simulation.

Figure 36. This is a side view of simulation 2’s FSE results at
40 seconds. At this time the aircraft is violating the airspace
as predicted by the airspace conflict calculator.

Figure 37. This is a top view of simulation 2’s FSE results at
40 seconds. This is the xy-plane view clearly showing Prop13
violating the airspace at 40 seconds.

10. CONCLUSION
The proposed collision awareness algorithm is simple, overly
conservative, and easy to implement. Furthermore, since
all equations are in closed form, calculations can be done
quickly and requires minimum memory or computational
resources. This allows the system to predict positions and
conflicts between many aircraft and airspaces at any given
moment. By modeling aircraft as 3D point mass, the system
can model any UAS or manned aircraft’s future position.
Although individual aircraft’s dynamics are not modeled,
by incorporating aircraft specific information into the con-
flict calculator, vehicle specific predictions are still obtained.
Since the system supports three different flight modes and
predicts aircraft and airspace conflicts, the system is useful in
various scenarios.

Having models that more accurately represents UAS op-
erations when engaged in the flight path and orbit mode
will improve the system and provide more realistic conflict
probabilities. For both flight modes, the algorithm needs to
be modified so that reasonable limits are applied to the σbody
growth. Also the orbit mode can be improved by modeling
elliptical orbits, thus increasing the different cases the system
can handle. Another improvement is modifying the system’s
prioritizing conflict algorithm. Algorithms discussed in this
paper can be incorporated into a warning and notification
system which incorporates factors such as the conflict prob-
ability, time until conflict, and conflict severity between the
aircraft and the other entity to prioritize the conflicts and will
greatly increase the operator’s situational awareness.
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